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and BTech through a 3-year Tobacco Use Prevention Education grant, have most likely contributed to the positive 
changes seen in the CHKS results. 
 
Concerning trends in the most recent CHKS data include the increased use of marijuana and alcohol from 7th to 
11th grades and reported use rates of alcohol, marijuana, and cigarettes specifically by BTech students.   
Interventions now available to BTech students include daily ATOD counseling sessions offered at the school and 
violence prevention education, called the Alive and Free Prescription, facilitated by staff from the San Francisco 
Omega Boys Club.  
 
Outreach and education for parents and families, and building awareness of support services have been part of the 
ATOD work for about the last two and a half years, since spring of 2010. Many of these efforts have been 
implemented through the City of Berkeley High School Health Center with support from the Berkeley High School 
Development Group. 
 
"The good news is that the 2010 report showed that students were listening to their parents when they warned about 
the dangers of tobacco, and we had the lowest rate of tobacco use in the state,” stated Board Director Karen 
Hemphill. “Since then we have provided educational opportunities for parents on the impact of drugs and alcohol on 
teens; they’re giving their students a similar warning about marijuana and alcohol, and students are listening." 
 
 “The Healthy Kids Survey is an important tool to helping the community improve the health of Berkeley teens,” 
said Lisa Sterner, director of the City of Berkeley High School Health Center, and Dr. Janet Berreman, the City’s 
Health Officer. “The additional focus we’ve put on ATOD in recent years helps to improve students’ educational 
outcomes, and sets them up for a higher quality of life for the rest of their lives.” 
 
Note: The most recent California state-wide data from CHKS referenced above is from 2007.  More recent state-
wide data has not been made available to date. 
 
City and District staff will be available for interviews on Monday and Tuesday 
 
Contacts: Mark Coplan, BUSD PIO 510-472-3811 markcoplan@berkeley.net 
Mary Kay Clunies-Ross, COB PIO 510-981-7008 mclunies-ross@cityofberkeley.info 
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